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Ann is a Chartered Tax Adviser, a qualified accountant and a member of the Society of Trust and Estate

Practitioners (STEP) and has over 25 years’ experience advising on a range of business and personal tax issues.

Ann specialises in the areas of corporate, employment and business tax along with associated tax solutions and

advises on all areas of business taxation, including Corporate Tax, Transaction Tax, R & D Tax Relief, Management

Equity and Share Options, Restructuring, Capital Allowances and Employment tax issues.

Ann joined Ellacotts to lead and enhance the tax services provided by the firm and to provide support to the rest

of the firm. Ann is a member of the UK200 Group Tax Panel.
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build long term relationships with clients and have a number of clients he still deals with now that came to him
when he first started his career.

Chris’s role involves all aspects of financial planning except for mortgages. He enjoys being an IFA because every
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he has gained extensive knowledge of pre and post retirement planning, including using both pensions and
investments to achieve the desired results.
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Tax benefits of being together

Income Tax 
• Independent taxation but some exceptions 
• Settlements legislation
• Jointly-owned property

Capital Gains Tax 
• S. 58 TCGA 1992 will apply, otherwise the 

market value rule 
• Potential uses of s. 58 TCGA 1992 

Inheritance Tax 
• Spouse exemption 
• Transferable nil rate band
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Divorce rules and reliefs

Capital Gains Tax 

• Date of disposal crucial

• No automatic CGT roll-over or exemption on 
divorce

• Either s 58 or s 17 TCGA 1992 will apply 

• Were the spouses “living together” in the year 
of disposal?
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Divorce and dividing assets

Capital Gains Tax – Holdover Election

• Available under TCGA 1992 s 165 (business 
assets) and s 260 (chargeable transfers for IHT 
purposes e.g. gifts to discretionary trusts)

• HMRC’s long-standing view was that relief 
under s 165 would be available on a disposal of 
assets under a court order or court-ratified 
agreement.

• View changed last year: HMRC’s CGT Manual at 
CG66886. 
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Divorce rules and reliefs

Income Tax

• No UK income tax liability for maintenance 
payments

• Limited UK income tax relief for maintenance 
payments 

• Tax treatment may be different in other 
jurisdictions

• Settlement provisions do not apply (s 627 
ITTOIA 2005) but could apply to a settlement on 
divorce for benefit of children
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Death and divorce 

Inheritance Tax

• HMRC accept that the s 10 IHTA 1984 exemption 
normally applies

• S 11 IHTA 1984 may also apply but this 
exemption is more limited

• If neither exemption applies, the transfer will 
most likely be a PET 

SDLT

• Usually no charge to SDLT
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Financial planning considerations

Recent research by Legal and General has shown that although divorce rates in the UK are 

falling, later life divorce is on the rise with one in four divorces occurring after the age of 50.

• This can have a serious impact on both parties future wealth, as generally there is not long to 

replenish assets such as pensions and ISAs.

• It can also have an impact on family protection.

• So what should you be considering?
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Pensions

• Other than the family home, pensions can be the next biggest financial asset.

• Research has shown that the average divorced woman has less than 1/3 the pension wealth of the average 

divorced man and 25% of women have waived the right to a pension split.

• Shockingly, when going through a divorce, people aged over 50 are more than four-times as likely to take 

advice from their friends as they are from a financial adviser. While divorce can have a significant impact on 

future finances, just 3% seek financial advice.

• Pension splitting orders have been available since 1999 and offer a clean split financially.

• The steps are:

• Find the pensions

• Value them

• Decide how to split them
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Pensions

• Defined contribution pensions are straightforward unless there are guaranteed annuity rates involved

• Look at the benefits provided as this will guide how to split

• Defined benefit (final salary) pensions are not as straightforward

• Pension splitting order reduces the value of policyholders pot
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Protection

• Most people take out joint life plans

• On death benefits are paid to the survivor

• Considerations

• Can the insurance be re-broked?

• Put the benefits into a trust

• If you get maintenance, do you need to insure this

• Ensure your will is amended post divorce
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On the light hearted side
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Perhaps not so light hearted...
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Any questions?

These slides are intended for use in connection with the presentation given in December 2020. No action should be taken on the basis of information contained in these slides or in the presentation without obtaining professional 

advice specific to the circumstances. No responsibility for the loss arising to any person acting or refraining from acting as a result of the material in these slides or presentation can be accepted by the speakers or by Ellacotts 

LLP. © Copyright 2020 Ellacotts LLP
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